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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about configuring service tasks? (Choose two.) 

A. A service task can be configured to invoke a process or service asynchronously. 

B. Although you call a file adapter as a service from your BPMN diagram, no linkage between your BPMN process and
the external reference appears in the SOA Composite Editor. 

C. You can invoke a BPEL process by using a service task. 

D. The implementation of a service task can be either a process call or a service call. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true for a BPMN subprocesses? 

A. It has access to the data variables of the main process. 

B. Data have to be explicitly passed back and forth between the main process and the subprocess. 

C. The subprocess can be reused and called from other processes. 

D. The sequence flow inside a subprocess can be diverted and joined to the main flow without going through an end
event. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

The initial performer of a task is determined by the role associated with the swim lane in which the task is modeled
except when you use a(n) _______. 

A. complex task 

B. user task 

C. FYI task 

D. group task 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: A complex user task uses a complex routing flow that is defined within the humantask.BPM Studio offers a
number of human task patterns out of the box, to make it easy to implementthe most common types of human tasks.
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For example, the Simple pattern just assigns individualusers or groups. The Management pattern is used for a
sequential list of approvers up themanagement chain. Initiator is for the person who kicks off the process.For most of
these,swimlane roles are used to determine assignments. For the Complex task, however, the swimlaneis irrelevant,
and routing and assignments are typically more complicated.Note: Swimlanes are the horizontal lines that run across
the process editor. All flow objects mustbe placed within a swimlane.Swimlanes can also be used to group flow objects
based on the roles defined within your process.Swimlanes that contain user tasks must have roles assigned to them.
Swimlanes visually displaythe role responsible for performing each flow object within your process. Additionally, you
canhave multiple swimlanes that are assigned to the same role.Swimlanes can make your process more readable when
you must use the same role in differentparts of the same process. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are testing a deployed BPM application. You start a process instance, but the processing does not proceed as you
anticipated. 

Where would you get the most actionable troubleshooting information about your BPM process? 

A. SOA server log file 

B. Business Process Workspace Process Tracking page 

C. WebLogic Console 

D. WebLogic Diagnostic Framework (WLDF) 

E. Enterprise Manager 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When automatically generating an ADF form from a human task, the difference between using the "Auto-Generate Task
Form" and the "Launch Task Form Wizard" is that the _____. 

A. "Launch Task Form Wizard" option launches a six-step "BPM Custom Form Wizard" and the "Auto-Generate" option
creates the ADF project, task flow, and ADF form with one key click 

B. "Launch Task Form Wizard" option does not create a new ADF project every time it is run 

C. "Auto-Generate" option gives you the choice to use an existing ADF page template as the form is being created. 

D. "Launch Task Form Wizard" option automatically creates an ADF page template and task flow template 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6
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Which option is unusable as a start point to initiate a new instance of a process? 

A. Initiator User Task 

B. Call Task 

C. Receive Task 

D. Message Start Event 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two statements accurately explain how the Call activity behaves in a BPMN model? (Choose two.) 

A. When using a Call activity to invoke a reusable process, the data object values of the calling process are
automatically made available to the called process. 

B. The Call activity can invoke a reusable process from within the current process 

C. If the process is to be invoked by a Call activity, the called process must start with one None Start Event. 

D. At a Call activity, the calling process does not wait until the called process or subprocess returns. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Explanation: The call activity allows you to call a reusable process from within the current process. 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/middleware/1213/bpm/bp-composer- user/
app_bpmn_ref_bpmcu.htm#BPMCU87375 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two statements are accurate in describing features of Business Process Workspace? (Choose two.) 

A. To see tasks containing a particular word in the task title, you need to create a custom view. 

B. The definition and data for a new view can be shared with a colleague. 

C. A custom view needs to be created to enable the delegation of a task to another user. 

D. In a task view, the task list can be sorted based upon any visible column heading. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 9
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Which two statements are accurate descriptions of how process data objects or project data objects are used? (Choose
two.) 

A. A process data object can be based on either a basic data type or a complex data type. 

B. A process data object is associated with a module where it resides. 

C. One of the main benefits of defining process data objects is that you can configure Business Process WorkSpace
views to display their values. 

D. Project data objects are not used to share data values between processes. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: Basic and complex data types can both be defined as either process or project data objects. 

Although project data objects allow you to define data objects that are used by all processes in a project, they are not
global data objects. Each process within your project uses its own version of the data object. Project data objects are
not used to share data between processes. To share data between processes, you must create data associations. 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two statements accurately describe managing users and roles for a BPM Suite application? (Choose two.) 

A. Swimlane roles are created at design time by using Process Composer or BPM Studio. 

B. Application roles can be added by using WebLogic Console or WLST. 

C. The organization chart structure of users is visible in Business Process Workspace. 

D. You can associate an LDAP group with an application role in Business Process Workspace. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two tools can you use to create charts for a dashboard that displays metrics for your BPM project? (Choose
two.) 

A. BPM Studio 

B. BAM Composer 

C. BPM Process Composer 

D. BPM Process Workspace 

E. WebCenter Process Spaces 

Correct Answer: BD 
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QUESTION 12

Which statement is true about the architecture of the business rules component? 

A. Facts are vocabulary elements that are used to construct tests and actions for verbal rules. 

B. You can use globals to help users modify rules without having to rework the rule logic. 

C. Unlike decision tables, if-then rules provide conflict resolution and gap analysis. 

D. In the action of a rule, you typically use the Fire RL (Rule Language) verb to invoke inferencing. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

Which statement is accurate about verbal rules and business phrases? 

A. Verbal ruled can be created in Business Process Composer, but not in BPM Studio. 

B. For a particular verbal rule, conditions and actions can include derived business phrases or user-defined business
phrases, but not both. 

C. Derived business phrases are automatically created by using facts and globals in the rules dictionary. 

D. Verbal rules must be created in a separate ruleset from general rules and decision tables. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 14

To assign a global unique identifier (GUID) to a variable, you use a(n) _______. 

A. simple expression 

B. XPath expression 

C. XSLT transformation 

D. call to a JavaScriot function 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 15

Which human workflow service is used to get the list of outcomes defined for a task? 

A. IRuntimeConfigService 

B. ITaskQueryService 

C. ITaskService 

D. ITaskMetadataService 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Query the list of tasks using ITaskQueryService. 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E15586_01/integration.1111/e10224/bp_worklistcust.htm 
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